The Last Mile has had an active year with ribbon cuttings in 3 states, 6 new classrooms and opening a 5th state in Michigan. TLM Alumni have returned home and started working for various tech companies and startups. Here are some highlights.

**Michigan Ribbon Cutting**

With support from Google.org, The Last Mile launches its first cohort in Michigan at Parnall Correctional Facility. This is the 17th classroom, and 5th state to offer TLM coding program to its incarcerated population. Read More →

---

**Impact Metrics**

- **Classrooms**: 17 in 5 States
- **Students Currently Enrolled**: 242
- **Recidivism to Date**: 0%

---

**In partnership with Udemy for Business, The Last Mile offers a unique scholarship opportunity for continuing education. Learn More →**

**We are excited about new episodes of TLM Radio coming soon. Catch up on past episodes here. Listen Now →**

**TLM Alumni and Lead Remote Instructor addresses the first cohort at Parnall Correctional Facility. Read Story →**
The Last Mile was announced as an official non-profit partner for the Cultural Leadership Fund, a new venture fund from Andreessen Horowitz. Its mission is to connect the greatest cultural leaders in the world to the best new technology companies and enable more African Americans to enter the technology industry.

As part of the partnership, Andreessen Horowitz and TLM will work together to drive forward new initiatives for African Americans entering the technology industry. Read Full Story →

Through this partnership with the Cultural Leadership Fund and our strategic group of non-profits, we can collectively drive real, meaningful change to the face of entrepreneurship within the technology industry.

– Chris Lyons, Partner at Andreessen Horowitz

Web Developers for Hire

TLM Works, the web development shop in San Quentin State Prison for students who remain inside can hire trained web and software developers to hone their skills and earn a market wage prior to release. Customers include many nonprofits and social enterprise companies.

Talk to TLM Works about your website →

Simon's Success Story

Simon has been given the opportunity to rebuild his life and gain access to sustainable employment. “Sometimes beauty emerges from the most difficult experiences,” says Simon. Now in his late-thirties, Simon still faces the stigma and restrictions of having to register as sex offender - for life - and deserves a full pardon.

Watch a Video about Simon and his pardon →

Help spread the word and share The Last Mile on social media!